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Abstract—This paper presents a decoupled multi-port
impedance modelling method of transmission network for stabil-
ity analysis of inverter-fed power plant. The decoupled three-port
and four-port impedance model are first derived. On the basis of
them, multi-port impedance model of transmission network are
deduced, where multiple branches-based transmission network is
modelled by means of Norton equivalent circuit. In addition, sta-
bility analysis based on proposed impedance network modelling
method is performed. Simulation results are given to validate
effectiveness of the proposed decoupled multi-port impedance
modelling and stability analysis method. The proposed modelling
method is able to simplify impedance modelling procedure,
which performs impedance based stability analysis for inverter-
fed power plant with complicated transmission network in a
computation-less way.

Index Terms—Decoupled impedance modelling, inverter-fed
power plant, impedance-based stability analysis, transmission
network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing penetration of renewable energies, such as
wind energy and solar energy, are promoting the application of
distributed power generation. Solid state interface-based power
converters are intensively adopted to integrate renewable ener-
gies into power systems [1]. To enhance power quality, passive
components such as LCL and L filters are commonly used
to mitigate high-order harmonics. However, the interaction
between inner control loops and passive components can cause
system resonance as variation of grid impedance in a wide
frequency range [2]–[6]. Therefore, it is significant to develop
modelling and analysis method for revealing mechanism and
identifying possibility of oscillation phenomena at early plan-
ning stage of power plant.

Stability issues of multiple grid-connected inverter (GCI)
system have been widely addressed in [4], [7]–[17].
Impedance-based stability criterion (IBSC) has been originally
adopted to predict the stability issue of single GCI-based
power plant [18]. The main disadvantage of IBSC is that only
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local stability can be predicted at a specific point [10]. To
identify global stability, IBSC should be performed multiple
times at all buses, if right-half-plane (RHP) poles of impedance
ratios of load and source parts is not calculated [13], [16],
[17]. However, it is not easy to implement stability assessment
in a large-scale power system with complicated transmission
network. Most of existing works always simplify or ignore
transmission lines (TLs)/power cables impedance. For ex-
ample, only the TL impedance between point of common
connection (PCC) and grid is considered in [7]–[10], [12],
[15]. The TLs impedance between the GCIs are considered
in [13], [14], [17]. In addition, the TLs impedance between
the GCIs and buses are considered in [11], [16]. Few papers
simultaneously take the three kinds of TLs impedance into
account. In [19], [20], the impedance matrix models of all
components are first established in unified dq frame. Then,
the unified dq-frame impedance network model is established
by merging all individual impedance matrix models. However,
the computation of system impedance matrix tends to cause
high computational burdens, which weakens stability analysis
efficiency. In [11], [21], a long transmission cable is modelled
as a decoupled two-port network, where terminal impedance
of long transmission cable is represented as the impedance
of controlled voltage/current sources. The network modelling
method is able to simplify IBSC. However, the modelling
method fails to be implemented in a large-scale power system
with complicated transmission network.

To perform stability assessment in inverter-fed power plant
with complicated transmission network, this paper presents a
decoupled multi-port impedance model of transmission net-
work to assess stability issue of GCIs system. Main contribu-
tions in this paper are explained as follows. (1) Effect of TLs
impedance on system stability is considered. (2) A decoupled
multi-port impedance modelling method is established, which
is able to simplify IBSC in inverter-fed power plant with com-
plicated transmission network. Also, the modelling method can
be flexibly applied in various network structures.
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Fig. 1. Studied power plant diagram consisting of three GCIs and TLs.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 shows circuit configuration of studied inverter-fed
power plant, which consists of three GCIs and TLs. There
are two main existing IBSCs performing stability analysis of
the power plant. The first one is to perform stability analysis
by adding system components (GCI and TL) from left to
right step by step in a sequential way, where IBSC should
be implemented at bus 1, 2, 3 and PCC without calculating
the right half plane (RHP) poles of the impedance ratios of
load and source parts. The second one is to perform IBSC one
time at a specific point with calculating the RHP poles of the
impedance ratio [17]. The first approach is more competitive
for multiple GCIs-based power plant, since the order of the
impedance ratio can be very high, which leads to RHP poles
calculation of the impedance ratio time-consuming.

However, the first approach needs to calculate four
impedance formulas, which are the left parts of bus 1, bus
2, bus 3 and PCC, respectively. The repetitive process makes
the IBSC tedious. In principle, the GCIs can be modelled as
Norton equivalent circuits [18]. One assumption is that if the
transmission networks shown as #1T connection and #2T con-
nection in Fig. 1 can also be represented as Norton/Thevenin
equivalent circuits, the analysis process may be simplified,
which will be explained in next section.

III. PROPOSED IMPEDANCE MODELLING METHOD

In this section, impedance models of GCI and transmission
network are first established. Then, system impedance model
of the exemplified power plant as shown in Fig. 1 is estab-
lished. The stability analysis method based on the established
system impedance model is finally explained.

A. Impedance modelling of GCI

Fig. 2 shows the control diagram of LCL-filtered GCI with
grid current feedback. Current controller is used to enable the
GCI. Time delay of digital control system (Gd) is considered,
which consists of computation delay (Ts) and PWM delay
(0.5Ts).

Fig. 3(a) shows equivalent model of GCI, where PLL and
coordinate transformation are not considered, since the PLL

PLL
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Fig. 3. Equivalent model of GCI. (a) Block diagram of grid current control
loop; (b) Norton equivalent circuit model of GCI.

only influences the inverter output impedance in low-frequency
range.

The inverter output impedance can be derived as (1) [6].

Zinv = −vinv
iinv

=
1 +GcdqGdYLCLl

YLCLr
(1)

where

YLCLl =
iinv
vm

∣∣∣∣∣
vinv=0

=
ZCf

(ZCf//sLf2 + sLf1)(ZCf + sLf2)

YLCLr =
iinv
vinv

∣∣∣∣∣
vm=0

=
1

(ZCf//sLf1 + sLf2)

(2)

where ZCf = 1
sCf

.
Norton equivalent circuit can be established, shown as in

Fig. 3(b), which will be integrated into system impedance
model.

B. Impedance modelling of transmission network

The decoupled three-port impedance model of three
branches-based transmission network is first established, fol-
lowed by extension to multiple branches-based transmission
network.

1) Three-port impedance model of T-connected transmis-
sion network: Fig. 4 shows a T-connected transmission net-
work, where the impedances of the three branches are Z1, Z2,
Z3 (TL 4 is not considered here). Assuming three terminal
voltages are v1, v2 and v3, respectively. Kirchhoff’s current
law (KCL) can be applied at node v, shown as in (3).

i1 + i2 + i3 =
v − v1
Z1

+
v − v2
Z2

+
v − v3
Z3

= 0 (3)



The node voltage v can be obtained as (4).

v = f(v1, v2, v3) =
Z1Z2v3 + Z2Z3v1 + Z1Z3v2

Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3
(4)

Then, three currents i1, i2 and i3 can be obtained by Ohm’s
law as (5).

i1 =
v − v1
Z1

=
Z2v3 + Z3v2 − (Z2 + Z3)v1
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

i2 =
v − v2
Z2

=
Z1v3 + Z3v1 − (Z1 + Z3)v2
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

i3 =
v − v3
Z3

=
Z1v2 + Z2v1 − (Z1 + Z2)v3
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

(5)

(5) can be represented as (6).

i1 = f1(v1, v2, v3) = − v1
Z1sh

+ i′1

i2 = f2(v1, v2, v3) = − v2
Z2sh

+ i′2

i3 = f3(v1, v2, v3) = − v3
Z3sh

+ i′3

(6)

where

i′1 =
Z2v3 + Z3v2

Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

i′2 =
Z1v3 + Z3v1

Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

i′3 =
Z1v2 + Z2v1

Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

(7)

Z1sh =
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

Z2 + Z3

Z2sh =
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

Z1 + Z3

Z3sh =
Z1Z2 + Z2Z3 + Z1Z3

Z1 + Z2

(8)

According to (6), the three-port impedance model of Fig. 4
can be established, as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the three
impedances of the Norton equivalent circuits Z1sh, Z2sh and
Z3sh in Fig. 5 are the three terminal impedances with the other
two terminals short-circuited Zout1, Zout2 and Zout3, derived
as (9).

Z1sh =
−v1

−v1
Z1sh

+ i′1

∣∣∣∣∣
i′1=0

=
−v1
i1

∣∣∣∣
v2=v3=0

= Zout1

Z2sh =
−v2

−v2
Z2sh

+ i′2

∣∣∣∣∣
i′2=0

=
−v2
i2

∣∣∣∣
v1=v3=0

= Zout2

Z3sh =
−v3

−v3
Z3sh

+ i′3

∣∣∣∣∣
i′3=0

=
−v3
i3

∣∣∣∣
v1=v2=0

= Zout3

(9)

It can be seen that the established three-port impedance
model of the T-connected transmission network makes the ter-
minal impedance with the other two terminals short-circuited
apparent and visible.
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Fig. 4. Multi-port transmission network.
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Fig. 5. Three-port impedance model of T-connected transmission network as
shown in Fig. 4.

2) Multi-port impedance model modelling: Based on the
derivation process of decoupled three-port impedance model
of T-connected transmission network, a decoupled four-port
impedance model of the transmission network in Fig. 4 (TL 4
is considered here) can be established. Equivalent decoupled
four-port impedance model is shown in Fig. 6. The impedance
representations are shown as (10).

Z∗1sh =
Z2Z3Z4 + Z1Z3Z4 + Z1Z2Z4 + Z1Z2Z3

Z3Z4 + Z2Z4 + Z2Z3

Z∗2sh =
Z2Z3Z4 + Z1Z3Z4 + Z1Z2Z4 + Z1Z2Z3

Z3Z4 + Z1Z4 + Z1Z3

Z∗3sh =
Z2Z3Z4 + Z1Z3Z4 + Z1Z2Z4 + Z1Z2Z3

Z2Z4 + Z1Z4 + Z1Z2

Z∗4sh =
Z2Z3Z4 + Z1Z3Z4 + Z1Z2Z4 + Z1Z2Z3

Z2Z3 + Z1Z3 + Z1Z2

(10)

Comparing (8) with (10), the impedance representations of
the decoupled m-port impedance model of the m branches-
based transmission network can be derived as (11).

Zksh =

m∑
i=1

(
m∏

j=1,j 6=i

Zj)

m∑
i=1,i6=k

(
m∏

j=1,j 6=i,j 6=k

Zj)
k = 1, 2...m (11)

It indicates that the proposed impedance modelling method
for transmission network is not limited to the T-connected case
in Fig. 1. However, for simplicity, only the T-connected case
is studied in this paper.
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C. Stability analysis based on proposed impedance network
modelling method

The proposed impedance model of the studied power plant
in Fig. 1 can be established by combining Fig. 3 and Fig. 5,
as shown in Fig. 7. The impedance formulas in this model are
in interest for stability analysis. Therefore, the formulas are
listed as (12) and (13), which are in a similar form of (8).

Z11sh =
ZTL1ZTL2 + ZTL1ZTL5 + ZTL2ZTL5

ZTL2 + ZTL5

Z12sh =
ZTL1ZTL2 + ZTL1ZTL5 + ZTL2ZTL5

ZTL1 + ZTL5

Z13sh =
ZTL1ZTL2 + ZTL1ZTL5 + ZTL2ZTL5

ZTL1 + ZTL2

(12)

Z21sh =
ZTL3ZTL4 + ZTL4ZTL6 + ZTL3ZTL6

ZTL4 + ZTL6

Z22sh =
ZTL3ZTL4 + ZTL4ZTL6 + ZTL3ZTL6

ZTL3 + ZTL6

Z23sh =
ZTL3ZTL4 + ZTL4ZTL6 + ZTL3ZTL6

ZTL3 + ZTL4

(13)

When performing IBSC2 and IBSC3, the impedance ratio
of the right part and left part should be calculated to check
whether the Nyquist stability criterion is met or not. Therefore,
Z12sh and Z22sh should be modified to include the terminal
impedances of #1Inverter, #2Inverter and #3Inverter, shown as
in (14) and (15).

After obtaining the necessary impedance formulas in Fig. 7,
the stability issue of the radial power plant can be assessed by
applying the IBSC three times. In detail, IBSC1, IBSC2 and
IBSC3 check the impedance ratios Z11sh/Zinv1, Z21sh/Z

′
12sh

and Zg/Z
′
22sh, respectively.

In principle, the proposed impedance modelling method is
applicable for power plant with more GCIs. The formulas of
the decoupled three-port impedance network can be derived
in a recursive way. For example, assuming there are n T-
connected TL networks in the power plant, and the impedances
of three branches #(2n− 1), #(2n) and #(3n) of the nth TL

network are ZTL(2n−1), ZTL(2n) and ZTL(3n), respectively.
The impedance formulas of the established nth decoupled
three-port impedance network can be derived as in (16), and
the modified formula of Zn2sh is shown in (17).

The proposed impedance network modelling and stability
analysis method is now used to analyze the stability issue
of the studied radial power plant. Assuming the parameters
of the three GCIs are the same, and Table I shows the
parameters of single GCI and the parameters of the capacitive
grid impedance.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE GCI AND GRID

Parameter Value

dc-link voltage Vdc 800V
Grid fundamental frequency 50Hz
Inverter side filter inductor Lf1 5mH
Grid side filter inductor Lf2 5mH
Filter capacitor Cf 1µF
Grid capacitance Cg 8µF
Grid inductance Lg 1mH
Grid resistance Rg 0.1Ω
Switching frequency fs 10kHz
Sampling frequency fsamp 10kHz
Grid voltage (phase-to-phase) Vg 380V
Proportional gain of current controller Kp 40
Integral gain of current controller Ki 2000
Proportional gain of PLL Kp 0.7
Integral gain of PLL Ki 3.2
Current reference value i∗d 30A
Current reference value i∗q 0

If LLTC1 = LLTC5 = LLTC6 = 5mH, LLTC2 = LLTC3 =
LLTC4 = 0.5mH and Cg = 8µF, Lg = 1mH, Rg = 0.15Ω,
three Nyquist plots of the impedance ratios Z11sh/Zinv1,
Z21sh/Z

′
12sh and Zg/Z

′
22sh are drawn in Fig. 8. It can be

seen that the last Nyquist plot encircles point (-1, j0) one
time, indicating that the system is unstable. In addition, if
grid resistance is increased from 0.15 Ω to 0.3Ω. The three
Nyquist plots are drawn in Fig. 9 again. It can be seen that
all of them do not encircle point (-1, j0), indicating that the
system is stable.
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IV. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

In this section, the fact that more GCIs and the three kinds of
TLs can make system unstable is first revealed by time-domain

simulation waveforms, indicating the necessity to take all of
the three kinds of TLs impedance into account. Then, time-
domain simulation results are given to validate effectiveness
of the proposed impedance network modelling method.

A. The effect of GCIs number and the three kinds of TLs on
system stability

#3 inverter and #2T connection as shown in Fig. 1 are not
considered, and the studied power plant now consists of two
GCIs. Fig. 10 shows the simulation result about grid current ig ,
and it can be seen that the system is stable. As a comparison,
Fig. 11 gives the simulation result about grid current ig of
three GCIs case under the same grid condition, and it can be
seen that the system is unstable. The power plant may become
unstable as increase of inverter number.

In addition, if inductance of #4TL between bus 3 and PCC
increases from 4 mH to 7 mH, grid current ig becomes stable
again, as shown in Fig. 12. From Figs. 10, 11 and 12, it can

Z ′12sh =
(ZTL1 + Zinv1)ZTL2 + (ZTL1 + Zinv1)(ZTL5 + Zinv2) + ZTL2(ZTL5 + Zinv2)

(ZTL1 + Zinv1) + (ZTL5 + Zinv2)
(14)

Z ′22sh =
(ZTL3 + Z ′12sh)ZTL4 + (ZTL3 + Z ′12sh)(ZTL6 + Zinv3) + ZTL4(ZTL6 + Zinv3)

(ZTL3 + Z ′12sh) + (ZTL6 + Zinv3)
(15)

Zn1sh =
ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(2n) + ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(3n) + ZTL(2n)ZTL(3n)

ZTL(2n) + ZTL(3n)

Zn2sh =
ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(2n) + ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(3n) + ZTL(2n)ZTL(3n)

ZTL(2n−1) + ZTL(3n)
(16)

Zn3sh =
ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(2n) + ZTL(2n−1)ZTL(3n) + ZTL(2n)ZTL(3n)

ZTL(2n−1) + ZTL(2n)

Z ′n2sh =
(ZTL(2n−1) + Z ′(n−1)2sh)ZTL(2n) + (ZTL(2n−1) + Z ′(n−1)2sh)(ZTL(3n) + Zinvn) + ZTL(2n)(ZTL(3n) + Zinvn)

(ZTL(2n−1) + Z ′(n−1)2sh) + (ZTL(3n) + Zinvn)

(17)



be concluded that both the TL impedance and the number of
GCIs can affect system stability.

B. Verification of the stability analysis method based on the
proposed impedance network model

Fig. 13 shows the time-domain simulation result ig under
the same grid condition as Fig. 8. The simulation result agrees
with the IBSC result in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the multi-
step IBSC based on the established impedance network model
predicts the instability phenomenon.

Similarly, Fig. 14 shows the time-domain simulation result
ig under the same grid condition as Fig. 9. The simulation
result agrees with the IBSC result in Fig. 9. It can be seen
that the multi-step IBSC based on the established impedance
network model predicts the stability phenomenon.
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Fig. 12. Grid current ig of three GCIs case with Cg = 8µF, Lg = 1mH,
Rg = 0.1Ω and LLTC1 = LLTC3 = LLTC5 = LLTC6 = 5mH,
LLTC4 = 7mH.
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Fig. 13. Grid current ig of three GCIs with Cg = 8µF, Lg = 1mH, Rg =
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Fig. 14. Grid current of three GCIs with Cg = 8µF, Lg = 1mH, Rg =
0.3Ω and LLTC1 = LLTC5 = LLTC6 = 5mH, LLTC2 = LLTC3 =
LLTC4 = 0.5mH.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a decoupled multi-port impedance mod-
elling method of transmission network for stability analysis of
inverter-fed power plant. Multi-port impedance model of trans-
mission network are modelled by means of Norton equivalent
circuit. Also, stability analysis based on proposed impedance
network modelling method is performed. Simulation results
show that the proposed decoupled multi-port impedance mod-
elling method is able to simplify modelling procedure of



transmission network, which can perform stability analysis
for inverter-fed power plant with complicated transmission
network. Also, the modelling method can be flexibly applied
in various network structures.
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